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Abstract

speech-enhancement system had good generalization capabilities in the unseen noise environments for models trained with
data from various noisy conditions [17, 18].

Previous studies indicate that noise and speaker variations
can degrade the performance of deep-learning–based speech–
enhancement systems. To increase the system performance over
environmental variations, we propose a novel speaker-aware
system that integrates a deep denoising autoencoder (DDAE)
with an embedded speaker identity. The overall system first
extracts embedded speaker identity features using a neural network model; then the DDAE takes the augmented features as
input to generate enhanced spectra. With the additional embedded features, the speech-enhancement system can be guided
to generate the optimal output corresponding to the speaker
identity. We tested the proposed speech-enhancement system
on the TIMIT dataset. Experimental results showed that the
proposed speech-enhancement system could improve the sound
quality and intelligibility of speech signals from additive noisecorrupted utterances. In addition, the results suggested system
robustness for unseen speakers when combined with speaker
features.
Index Terms: additive noise, speech enhancement, deep denoise autoencoder, noise reduction, speaker identity

To further improve the sound quality and intelligibility, several studies have incorporated information on speakerand speaking-environment models into a supervised speechenhancement model [19]. The speaking-environment information, e.g., signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and noise types, has
been used to improve the speech-enhancement model’s denoising performance [20, 21]. In addition, visual cues, which provide complementary information to the speech signals, can be
incorporated into the speech-enhancement system to more effectively suppress noise interference [22]. Several algorithms
have also been derived to incorporate speaker information into
a deep-learning–based speech-enhancement system. For example, works in [23, 24] characterize the speech signals of a target
speaker using a statistical model, which is used to minimize
the residual components from a preceding speech-enhancement
system. Other works use the speaker identity as a prior knowledge for performing speech-enhancement [25–27]. For these
approaches, the original training set is divided into several subsets, each of which corresponds to a single speaker. Then an
individual speech-enhancement model is created with each subset, and the ensemble of these speaker-specific models is used to
perform speech enhancement. Although these approaches perform well, they usually require multiple speech-enhancement
models, which may not be suitable for mobile or embedded devices. In this study, we investigate a novel speech-enhancement
system that combines embedded speaker identities (codes) to
achieve robust enhanced performance against speaker variations.

1. Introduction
In realistic environments, noise signals can deteriorate speech
quality and intelligibility and thereby limit human-human and
human-machine communication efficiency [1–4]. To address
this issue, an important front-end speech process, namely
speech enhancement, which extracts clean components from
noisy input, can improve the voice quality and intelligibility
of noise-deteriorated clean speech. These speech-enhancement
approaches can be split into two categories: unsupervised and
supervised. For an unsupervised speech-enhancement system,
the noise-tracking and signal-gain estimation stages are included explicitly or implicitly [5], based on assumed characteristics of speech and noise components [6–9]. On the other
hand, supervised speech-enhancement systems utilize a set of
training data to prepare prior information about the speech and
noise signals, which facilitates an effective denoising process at
runtime. In recent years, most supervised speech-enhancement
techniques have been based on deep-learning–based neural network architectures, which show strong regression capabilities
from the source input to the target output [10–12, 12–14]. For
example, the deep denoising autoencoder (DDAE) [15,16] technique was proposed to model the relationship between a noisecorrupted speech signal and its original clean counterpart, and
to effectively reduce additive noises with a deep neural network
(DNN) architecture. In addition, it was found that a DNN-based
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Incorporating explicit/embedded speaker information into
the main task is a common approach in speech-related frameworks. In [28], the speaker information is characterized by
a speaker code, which guides a voice conversion system to
generate target speech signals. In [29], the speaker-related icode is extracted to perform speaker variation. Meanwhile, the
speaker code is employed for supervised multi-speaker separation and effectively reduces the word error rate in a speech
recognition system [30]. In this study, we proposed a novel architecture, termed speaker-aware denoising autoencoder (with
a shorthand notation “SaDAE”), for the speech-enhancement
task. In SaDAE, two DNN-based models are created; the first
DNN extracts the speaker representation from the input noisy
spectra, while the second DNN enhances the speech from the
output of the first DNN. We expect that the presented SaDAE
can further enhance noisy utterances since speaker cues are
adopted. The objective evaluations conducted on the TIMIT
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Figure 1: The block diagram of a conventional DDAE-based
speech-enhancement system.
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2. DDAE-based speech-enhancement
system
This section briefly reviews the process of a DDAE-based
speech-enhancement system. Eq. (1) expresses how an
additive-noise corrupted signal y is associated with the clean
signal x and noise n in the time domain:
y = x + n.

xො

y

corpus [31] showed that the presented SaDAE can effectively
improve the quality and intelligibility of the distorted utterances
in the test set. In addition, SaDAE was shown to possess decent
generalization capability since it also worked well for those utterances from unseen speakers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the conventional DDAE-based speech-enhancement system. Then, section 3 introduces the proposed SaDAE architecture. Experiments and the respective analysis are given in
Section 4. Finally, section 5 provides concluding remarks and a
future avenue.
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Figure 2: The block diagram of the proposed SaDAE, which
includes the SpE-DDAE and SFE components. The system input
is the frame-wise noisy feature vector Ỹi , while the output is the
enhanced feature vector X̃i .

(1)

A DDAE-based speech-enhancement system is applied to
enhance y so as to reconstruct x; the overall flowchart is depicted in Fig. 1. From this figure, the noisy spectrogram Y
is first created from y using a short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), and Ŷi denotes the magnitude spectrum of the i–th
frame of y. Then, the feature–extraction stage extracts the
frame-wise logarithmic power spectra and concatenates adjacent frames to create a context feature Ỹi for each frame, represented by Ỹi = [Yi−I ; · · · ; Yi ; · · · , Yi+I ], where Yi is the
logarithmic power spectrum of the i–th frame, “;” denotes the
vertical-concatenation operation, and 2I + 1 is the length of the
context window. Next, each context feature Ỹi is processed by
the DDAE-based speech-enhancement algorithm, thereby producing its enhanced version, X̃i . The new context feature X̃i
is used to build the enhanced frame-wise logarithmic power
spectrum Xi , which is converted to the magnitude spectral domain and then combined with the preserved original noisy phase
∠Yi to create the new spectrogram {X̂i }. Finally, an inverse
STFT (ISTFT) is applied to {X̂i } to produce the enhanced
time-domain signal x̂.
For the DDAE block in Fig. 1, a deep neural network
(DNN) is used to enhance the noisy input feature Ỹi . Consider
a DNN that has L layers. For an arbitrary layer l of this network, the input-output relationship (z(l−1) , z(l) ) is formulated
by


z(l) = σ (l) h(l) (z(l−1) ) , l = 1, · · · , L,
(2)
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Figure 3: The DNN model that extract frame-wise speaker features.

3. The Proposed Algorithm
To increase the capability of a speech-enhancement system for
utterances of different speakers, we propose a novel speakeraware speech-enhancement architecture, namely SaDAE, which
integrates DDAE with embedded speaker identity information. The SaDAE flowchart is depicted in Fig. 2. Similar to
the DDAE-based speech-enhancement system, which was described in the previous section, the context feature Ỹi , composed of the neighboring frame-wise logarithmic power spectra for the input utterance, is used as the main input for enhancement in SaDAE. Specifically, the SaDAE scheme consists
of two DNNs, a speaker-embedded DDAE (SpE-DDAE) and a
speaker-feature extraction (SFE) DNN, which will be described
in the following two sub-sections.
3.1. The SFE module

where σ (l) (·) and h(l) (·) are the activation function and linear
transformation function, respectively, for the l–th layer. Notably, the input and output layers correspond to the first and
L-th layers, respectively. Therefore, for the DDAE block, we
have z(0) = Ỹi and z(L) = X̃i .
To train the DDAE network, a training set consisting of
noisy–clean (Ỹi –Xi ) pairs of speech features is first prepared.
Then, the network parameters undergo supervised training by
using the noisy feature Ỹi as the input, and minimizing a loss
function that measures the difference between the network output X̃i and the noise-free counterpart Xi . In this study, the
mean squared error (MSE) is selected as the loss function.

In this sub-section, we present the method for creating a DNN
that performs speaker–feature extraction (SFE), which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The objective of the SFE-based DNN is to classify each frame-wise speech feature Ỹi into a certain speaker
identity. Therefore, the dimension for the DNN output is set
to the number of speakers, N , in the training set plus one that
corresponds to the non-speech frames. In this way, the desired
output for the DNN training is a one-hot (N + 1)-dimensional
vector, in which the single non-zero element corresponds to the
speaker identity.
The input-output relationship for each layer of the SFE-
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DDAE DNN separately. Both DNNs are then used in the online
stage to perform the speaker-aware speech-enhancement task.
According to Fig. 2, the frame-wise noisy input Ỹi is fed into
the SFE-based DNN to produce the speaker feature S̃i . Then,
the SpE-DDAE DNN takes the augmented features that use Ỹi
and S̃i as the input to ultimately generate the enhanced speech
feature X̃i .

෩
X

4. Experiment and Analysis
4.1. Experimental setup

Figure 4: The architecture of the SpE-DDAE model, where the
noisy speech feature Ỹi is at the input of first input layer, the
speaker feature S̃i is fed to the (ℓ + 1)-th layer, and the output
is the enhanced speech feature X̃i .

We conducted evaluation experiments on the TIMIT database
[31] of read speech, where utterances were recorded at a 16 kHz
sampling rate. From this database, we randomly selected 486
native English speakers with each speaker pronouncing eight
utterances; thus, 3,888 utterances were involved in the evaluations. Among these utterances, 3,696 utterances produced by
462 speakers (i.e., N = 462 in Sec. 3.1) are used as the training
set, while the 192 utterances provided by the other 24 speakers
serve as the test set. Next, 60 of 104 types of noise [34] were
artificially added to the utterances in the training set at 21 SNRs
ranging from 10 to −10 dB with 1 dB intervals, to generate
the noisy training set. By contrast, three additive noises, “Car
noise idle noise 60mph”, “babble”, and “street”, were individually used to deteriorate the utterances in the test set at four SNR
levels (-5 dB, 0 dB, 5 dB, and 10 dB); thus, the noisy test set
consists of 2,304 utterances (192 × 3 × 4).
For the speech-feature preparation, each utterance in the
training and test sets were first split into overlapped frames
with a 32-ms-frame duration and 16-ms-frame shift. Then, a
512-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was conducted on
each frame signal to produce the respective 257-dim acoustic spectrum. Following the procedures stated in Section 2,
the context feature for each frame was created by concatenating the neighboring 11 frames of the logarithmic power spectra (2I + 1 = 11); thus, the corresponding dimension was
2,827 (257 × 11 = 2827). Accordingly, the input-layer sizes of
the three DDAE-related models (DDAE, SpE-DDAE, and SFE)
were 2,827, while the output-layer sizes of DDAE, SpE-DDAE,
and SFE were 257, 257 and 463 (i.e., N + 1 = 462 + 1), respectively.
The network configuration is arranged as follows:

based DNN is described in Eq. (2). Particularly, the activation
function is set to softmax for the output layer, while the rectified linear units (ReLU) function is used for all hidden layers.
In addition, the categorical cross-entropy loss function is used
for training this DNN.
Once the training of the SFE-based DNN is complete, we
select the output of the last hidden layer (viz., the penultimate
layer), denoted by S̃i , to be the speaker-feature representation
for each frame-wise noisy input vector Ỹi ; this speaker feature
S̃i will be fed into the SpE-DDAE network. S̃i was selected
because it possessed higher generalization ability for unseen
speakers than the output, and it provided the proposed SaDAE
system with a better speech-enhancement performance in our
preliminary evaluations. Notably, the idea of employing a DNN
to identify speakers is motivated by the speaker-verification task
in [32], in which the input of the DNN is filterbank energy features. The respective d-vector speaker-verification system [32]
behaves better than a conventional i-vector-based system [33].
3.2. The SpE-DDAE module
Compared with a conventional DDAE-based speechenhancement system that uses noisy-speech features as
the input, the presented SpE-DDAE additionally employs
speaker features produced by the SFE-based DNN; its architecture is depicted in Fig. 4. From the figure, the SpE-DDAE
network input contains the noisy-speech feature Ỹi and the
speaker feature S̃i . Specifically, Ỹi is placed in the input
layer, while S̃i is concatenated with the output of a certain
hidden layer, say, the ℓ–th layer. Hence, the input feature
to the next hidden layer (the (ℓ + 1)-th layer) is denoted by
(ℓ)
(ℓ)
z′ i = [zi ; S̃i ]. As a result, the SpE-DDAE network is
almost the same as a conventional DDAE network, except that
SpE-DDAE incorporates the speaker feature at a certain hidden
layer.
To train the SpE-DDAE, we first prepare the noisy-speech
features {Ỹi }, the associated clean speech features {X̃i }, and
the SFE-derived speaker features {S̃i } to form the training set.
Then, the training proceeds with {Ỹi } and {S̃i } on the input
side to produce the enhanced output that approximates {X̃i }.
As mentioned in Sec. 2, we choose the MSE as the loss function
to be minimized during the training of the SpE-DDAE network.

• The SFE-based DNN consists of five layers with 1,024
nodes for each hidden layer.
• The SpE-DDAE DNN has seven layers, and the 1,024dim speaker feature is fed into the third layer. Therefore,
the number of nodes for the third layer is 3,072, while
the number of nodes for the other six layers is 2,048.
• For the purpose of comparison, a DDAE without speaker
features is prepared; it is arranged to have seven layers
and 2,048 nodes for each layer.
Notably, a dropout algorithm with a 67% drop rate is facilitated on all hidden layers in the DNNs for DDAE and SpEDDAE during the training process to improve the generalization
capability.
In this study, the performance of all systems was evaluated by three metrics: the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [35], the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI)
[36], and the speech distortion index (SDI) [37]. The score
ranges of PESQ and STOI are [−0.5, 4.5] and [0, 1], respectively. Higher scores for PESQ and STOI denote better sound

3.3. The overall flow of the proposed SaDAE
The proposed SaDAE has offline and online stages. In the offline stage, we train the SFE-based DNN first, and the SpE-
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(a) Clean

by SaDAE than DDAE.
Table 1 lists the averaged PESQ, STOI and SDI scores with
respect to all tested utterances for noisy baseline and those processed by DDAE and SaDAE. From the table, we observe that
both DDAE and SaDAE provide better results than the noisy
baseline for all evaluation indices. In addition, SaDAE yields
superior scores when compared with DDAE. These observations clearly indicate that SaDAE can diminish the additive
noise while simultaneously improving the speech quality and
intelligibility.
In Fig. 6, we show the averaged PESQ and STOI scores
for DDAE and SaDAE with respect to three noise environments. From this figure, SaDAE provides better metric scores
than DDAE in almost all cases, except for the PESQ score in
the babble noise environment. One possible explanation is that
the babble noise contains multiple background speakers, which
prevents the SFE module in SaDAE from producing reliable
speaker features.
The detailed PESQ and STOI scores for DDAE and SaDAE
with respect to the 24 testing speaker, are illustrated in Fig.
7. From the figure, SaDAE shows superior PESQ and STOI
scores for most of the speakers when compared with DDAE.
In addition, it is worth noting that all test speakers are not included in the training set; thus, they are unseen by the SaDAE
model. Therefore, these results confirm the effectiveness of the
SFE module in SaDAE since it provides a complete speechenhancement process with robustness against speaker variation.

(b) Noisy

(sec.)
(c) DDAE

(d) SaDAE

Figure 5: The spectrograms of (a) a clean utterance x, (b) y,
the noisy counterpart of x, (c) the DDAE enhanced version of
y, and (d) the SaDAE enhanced version of y
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Table 1: The averaged PESQ, STOI and SDI results over all
noisy utterances in the test set, achieved by the noisy baseline,
DDAE and SaDAE.

Figure 6: The averaged PESQ and STOI results over noisy utterances with respect to three noisy environments, achieved by
DDAE and SaDAE.
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5. Conclusions and Future work
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In this study, we proposed a novel speaker-aware speechenhancement system, termed SaDAE, to alleviate the distortion
in noise-corrupted utterances from various speakers. SaDAE is
composed of two DNNs: the first DNN extracts speaker-identity
features, while the second DNN uses both speaker identity features and noisy speech features to restore the clean utterance.
The experimental results clearly indicated that the newly proposed SaDAE significantly reduced the noise in distorted utterances, and improved both the speech quality and intelligibility.
Moreover, SaDAE outperformed the conventional DDAE-based
speech-enhancement system. Particularly, SaDAE was shown
to work quite well when enhancing the utterances produced by
unseen speakers. In the future, we plan to improve SaDAE
under multiple-speaker situations, e.g., the babble noise environment. Furthermore, the presented SaDAE architecture will
be tested on speaker-diarization and speech-source separation
tasks.
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(b) STOI

Figure 7: The detailed results of (a) PESQ and (b) STOI with
respect to different speakers achieved by DDAE and SaDAE.
quality and intelligibility. In contrast, the SDI measures the degree of speech distortion; a lower SDI indicates less speech distortion and a more enhanced performance.
4.2. Experimental results
Figs. 5(a)(b)(c)(d) show the spectrograms of a clean utterance
x, the corresponding noisy counterpart y, and y enhanced by
DDAE and by the presented SaDAE. From these figures, we
find that the spectrogram of the SaDAE-processed utterance in
Fig. 5(d) is quite close to that of the clean utterance in Fig.
5(a). In addition, comparing Fig. 5 (d) with Fig. 5(c) the harmonic structures of the spectrogram are revealed more clearly
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